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Abstract

As a part of the redesign of the Space Shuttle solid

rocket motor following the Challenger accident, the
field and nozzle-to-case joints were designed to rain-

imize gap opening caused by internal motor pressur-

ization during ignition. The O-ring seals and glands

for these joints were designed both to accommo-

date structural deflections and to promote pressure-
assisted sealing. The resiliency behavior of several

candidate O-ring materials was evaluated for tile ef-

fects of temperature and gap opening rates. The per-
formance of three of the clastomeric materials was

tested under the specific redesign gap opening re-

quirement. Dynamic flexure conditions unique to

launch produce low-frequency vibrations in the gap

opening. The effect of these vibrations on the ability

of the O-ring to maintain contact with the scaling
surface was also addressed.

The resiliency of the O-ring materials was found

to be extremely sensitive to variations in tempera-
ture and gap opening rate. The top three elastomeric
materials tracked tile simulated solid rocket booster

(SRB) fieht joint deflection at 75°F and 120°F. The

external tank/SRB attach strut load vii)rations had

a negligible effect on the ability of the O-ring to track

the simulated SRB field joint deflection.

Introduction

The Space Shuttle solid rocket booster (SRB) is
composed of separate steel segments that are 12-

ft-diameter cylindrical shells (see fig. l(a)). Before

the Challenger accident, the adjoining case segments
wcrc mechanically fastened with a clevis-tang joint,

each joint having two 12-ft-diameter continuous O-

ring seals (sec fig. l(b)). The joints connecting four

case segments together in the field, utilizing two O-

rings, are designated field joints. The joints con-

necting two case segments together in the factory,
utilizing two O-rings and a continuous layer of in-

ternal insulation, are designated factory joints. An

investigation by the Presidential Commission on the

Challenger accident concluded that "the cause of the

Challenger accident was the failure of the pressure
seal in the aft fieht joint of the Solid Rocket Mo-

tor" (ref. 1). The Commission also stated that the
elastomeric seals were severely affected (hardened)

by the low temperatures at launch. As a result, the

field joints of the solid rocket motor (SRM) were re-

designed (sec fig. 2) in accordance with the Prime
Equipment Contract End Item Detail Specification

(ref. 2).

\

Fieh joints

Factory joints

Aft field joint

(a) Space Shuttle SRB.

Interior surface

x.._ Exterior surface

(b) OriginM field joint.

Figure 1. Schematic of Space Shuttle SRB and original field joint detail.
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Figure 2. Schematic of redesigned field joint showing location of maximum gap opening during internal SIIB pressurization.

The two main sources of SRB joint structural de-

flections are the dynamic external tank (ET)/SI1B
attach strut loads during Shuttle launch and tile in-

ternal pressurization of tile SF/B during ignition. Tile
structural deflections associated with the attach strut

are caused by the constraint of the SRB during Shut-
tle main motor ignition. These constraint loads are
stored within the assembled structure and released

immediately after Shuttle launch. An analysis of
previous flight data revealed that the structural vi-

brations caused by the attach strut loads produce

maximum joint gap deflections of 0.001 in. at 3 Hz

(private communication from Frank Bugg of NASA

Marshall Space Flight Center, January 1987). The

second source of deflection is the internal motor pres-
surization of the SRB. The 3or case of the head end

SItB motor pressure would result in a maximum in-

ternal pressure of 1015 psi. This pressure will create

a maximum gap opening (delta gap) of 0.009 in. be-

tween the clevis and the tang of the redesigned field
joint as shown in figure 2 (ref. 3).

The primary requirements for the seals in the re-

designed field and nozzle-to-case joints are as follows:

2

the seal nmst operate within a specified temperature
range, any structural deflections must be accommo-

dated, the O-ring seal must be capable of tracking

twice the maximum expected gap opening without
pressure assistance, and the use of pressure assistance

for sealing nmst be possible but not required.

This investigation examined the resiliency char-
acteristics of five candidate SRB O-ring materials

in the redesigned gland (groove housing the O-ring).
The five candidate materials consisted of Viton V747-

75, which was the original O-ring material (used on

all previous Shuttle launches), and four alternates:

modified fluorocarbon V835-75, nitrile N304-75 amt

N602-70, and silicone $650-70. The following two

types of tests were conducted: resiliency characteri-
zation tests to examine the response of the O-ring at

various gap opening rates for various temperatures,

and joint deflection tests to verify the ability of the

O-ring to track the prescribed gap opening and vi-
brations without pressure assistance. For the joint

deflection tests, a computer generated the nonlin-

ear displacement gap opening to verify the resiliency



responseat twicetile maximumexpectedgapopen-
ing (i.e.,2 x 0.009in. = 0.018in.).

Test Equipment and Procedures

The O-ringtestswereconductedin a faceseal
test fixture mountedin a servo-hydraulictestma-
chine.The facesealfixturesqueezedtheO-ringin
a directionnormalto the planecontainingthe O-
ring (seefig. 3). Thefacesealfixturecontaineda
glandthat wasfabricatedwith tile cross-sectionaldi-
mensionsof theredesignedfiehtjoint gland.During
eachtest, normalforceson the O-ringsweremea-
suredwith a loadcellwhileadirect-currentdisplace-
ment transducer(DCDT) measuredtile separation
distancebetweenthefixturehalves.Thermocouples
wereusedto verify that thermalequilibriumof the
testfixturehalveswasmaintainedat thedesiredtest
temperature.

Priorto testing,theO-ringsandthefixtureglands
werelightly coveredwith the calcimn-basedgrease
usedin tile SRBglandfor corrosionprotectionand
O-ringlubrication.TheO-ringswereplacedin the
fixturehalvesandcompressedto aninitial gapsepa-
ratingthefixturehalvesthat relatedto a givenper-
centsqueeze(theamountof diametralcompression)
of the O-ring. Tile fixturehalveswereheldat this

initial gapfor approximately30rainto allowforvis-
coelasticrelaxation.Therelaxationrelievedthepeak
loadresultingfromtheinitial compression.Thisre-
laxationprocesswaspossiblein theredesignedgland
because,whencompressed,theO-ringswerenotcon-
strainedbythesidewallsof thegland.Thiswasnec-
essaryto incorporatetheredesignrequirementof ac-
commodatingbut not requiringpressureassistance.

Thcminimumloaddeterminedat theendof the
relaxationperiodisreferredto asthe"relaxed"load.
During the 30-minrelaxationperiod, the fixture
hMveswerebroughtto thedesiredtest temperature.
In ordertoexpediteconsecutivetests,newO-ringsat
roomtemperaturewereplacedin thefixturehalves,
whichwerealreadyat thespecifiedtesttemperature.
The O-ringswereimmediatelycompressedto allow
for theviscoelasticrelaxationeffectsbeforethermal
equilibriumwasestablishedbetweentheO-ringand
the fixture. A 30-minrelaxationperiodwasthcn
observed.

The O-ringsfor the resiliencycharacterization
testshadaninnerdiameterof 4.477in. anda nomi-
nalcross-sectionaldiameterof 0.280in. (preliminary
SRBredesignsize).Theresiliencybehaviorofall five
of thecandidateO-ringmaterialswasexamined(sec
tableI for therespectivematerialproperties).

Table I. Candidate O-Ring Material Properties

Elastomeric

material

Viton V747-75

Modified fluorocarbon

V835 75

Nitrilc N304-75

Nitrile N602-70

Silicone $650-70

Glass transition

temperature, I °F
No With

grease grease
9

-15

9

-13

7

-141

Dynamic storage moduli, 2 psi

(rate 10 rad/see)

14°F

Coefficient of

thermal expansion, 3

l_in/in-°F

68°F 122°F

1555

2210

1481

1.i70

-65

-45

- 143

26 706

5610

3361

2630

2094

2610

1968

1860

Range: 32°F 212°F
80

98

64

104

1Reference 4, calculated by the TMA method.

2Reference 7.

3Reference 8.

3
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(a) Photograph of lower half of face seal fixture.
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(b) Schematic of face seal fixture.

Figure 3. Photograph and schematic of face seal fixture used for resiliency tests.
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Figure 4. Format of O-ring resiliency test data.

Tile simulated SRB field joint deflection tests

used the same faec seal fixture (see fig. 3) as the

resiliency characterization studies but used a servo-

hydraulic test machine that provided better displace-
ment response times to accommodate the simulated

joint displacement history. The test O-rings had a

nominal cross-sectional diameter of 0.290 in. (final

SRB redesign size) and a nominal inner diameter of

4.477 in. For this study, three candidate O-ring ma-
terials were tested: Viton V747-75, modified fluoro-
carbon V835-75, and silicone $650-70". The asterisk

on the silicone designation indicates that the mate-

rial was preconditioned by baking the O-ring in a bed.

of calcium-based grease until it was saturated. The

nitrile elastomers, N304-75 and N602-70, were not
tested, primarily because of the long-term detrimen-

tal effects caused by grease absorption and compres-
sion set. Results from other characterization tests in

reference 4, which included high-temperature sealing,

dynamic pressurization, and mechanical properties,

further downgraded nitrile as a candidate material.

Resiliency Characterization Test
Procedure

During the test preparations, tile O-ring was com-

pressed so that the initial gap separating the fixture

halves was 0.005 in., which corresponds to a 22.5-

percent squeeze. The lower fixture half was t.hen

cyclically displaced at various frequencies to produce
a load versus displacement hysteresis as shown ill fig-

ure 4. A cyclic displacement was chosen with suffi-

cient amplitude such that the O-ring would eventu-
ally lose contact with the sealing surface. The cyclic

dist)lacements were converted to gap opening rates

to determine the response of the O-ring in relation

to operational gap opening rates. Figure 4 shows

the delta gap at O-ring liftoff as the difference be-
tween the initial gap separating the fixture halves

and the gap opening when the O-ring is no longer
in contact with the sealing surfacc. These tests wcrc

"conducted at several constant temperatures between

20°F and 120°F. The cyclic displacements followed
a prescribed sine wave at frequencies ranging from
0.01 Hz to 50 Hz.

Simulated SRB Field Joint Deflection Test

Procedure

The O-ring was initially compressed to cither

16.2- or 23.3-percent squeeze (which corresponded
to an initial gap of 0.031 in. and 0.010 in., respec-

tively) followed by a relaxation period. These valucs
of squeeze from refcrencc 4 were incorporated into

the redesign requirements and represent variations
in factors such as stretch, thermal expansion, and

estimated long-term compression set effects.

5
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A computer generated the nonlinear displacement

gap opening that simulated twice tile maximum gap

opening curve resulting from the 3or pressurization

of the SRB fiehl joint. Figure 5 shows the computer-

generated displacement gap opening and tile result-
ing gap opening displacement of the fixture mounted

in the scrvo-hydraulic machine. The vibrational con-

tributions to the delta gap opening were added onto

the end of the computer-generated displacement gap
opening (at 600 mscc) to determine the effect of the

vibrations due to the ET/SRB attach strut loads.

.020_

t__ _ - ........... = 1000,016

• Gap ,,- _ 800
.c_ o enir_ ,." pressure rise

__.0127P _'g_ pressureri 600_

oo8 / 4oo:
200 -_°°°l /

0 _J 0
t I ] I I I I I

0 200 400 600 800
Time, msec

Figure 5. Displacement history and 3a pressure rise for fieM

joint deflection test.

Two test temperatures wcrc used, 75°F and

120°F, which bracketed the specified operating range

of the O-ring seal (ref. 2). Six tests were conducted

at each temperature: three for the delta gap only and
three with the vibrational contributions added. The

minimum load per unit length acting on the O-ring
was calculated from the residual load measurements.

Results

Grease affected the performance of the elas-

tomeric material and altered its inherent properties

(see table I). In particular, silicone absorbed the cat-

cium grease and swelled, thereby incre_ing the di-

ameter of the O-rings. Thus, undersized silicone O-

rings were preconditioned by baking them in a bed
of calcium grease to eliminate further swelling and

grease absorption during testing (ref. 5). The other

materials did not absorb a significant amount of the

calcium grease during short-term testing (ref. 6).

Resiliency Characterization Tests

Figures 6 11 show the resiliency behavior of the

five candidate materials at telnperaturcs h'om 70°F

to 20°F in decreasing intervals of 10°F. Each figure

has the delta gap at liftoff (the displacement at which

the O-ring no longer maintains contact) plotted ver-

sus the gap opening rate in inches per second. These

plots can be used to determine which O-ring material

has the appropriate resiliency for a given gap open-
ing rate as a flmetion of fixed displacement (delta

gap at liftoff) and test temperature. For example, in

figure 6 at a gap opening rate of 0.3 in/see silicone
$650-70, modified fluorocarbon V835-75, and nitrile

N602-70 could accommodate a delta gap opening of

0.025 in., while Nitrile N304-75 and Viton V747-75

could not. In general, the O-ring materials had the

same ranking, in terms of resiliency, over the entire
temperature range tested. However, as the test tem-

perature decreased, larger differences in resiliency be-
tween the individual rnateriMs were observed. For a

given test temperature, silicone $650-70 was consis-

tently the most resilient, while Viton V747-75 was

the least. In fact, Viton V747-75 became totally un-

responsive to gap opening rates and delta gap open-
ings at 20°F.

.05

d .04

O

.03

.02
13)

.01

o Nitrile N304-75
D Nitrile N602-70
<> Silicone $650-70

_, Viton V747-75

'4_-. _- Modified fluorocarbon V835-75

_A

t ? ; '4 -
Gap opening rate, in/sec =

Figmre 6. Resiliency behavior of candidate O-ring materials
at 70°F.

Simulated SRB Field Joint Deflection

Tests

Typical results from an SRB field joint deflec-

tion test are shown in figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows

the displacement (delta gap opening) of the fixture
within the 600-msee time frame of the computer-

generated displacement gap opening. The 3-Hz,
:t:0.0005-in. vibrations were added at 600 msec at

the end of the displacement gap opening. The fixture

=
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Figure 7. Resiliency behavior of candidate O-ring materials

at 60°F.
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Figure 8. Resiliency behavior of candidate O-ring materials
at 50°F.
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Figure 9. Resiliency behavior of candidate O-ring materials
at 40°F.

Figure 10. Resiliency behavior of candidate O-ring materials

at 30°F.
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(a) Displacement response of fixture to programmed delta

gap openings.

.018-in. delta gap open!ng
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with +0.0005-in. vibrations
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(b) Compressive load trace.

Figure 12. Results from simulated SRB field joint deflection
test for V747-75 at 75°F.

response followed the computer-generated displace-
ment gap opening very closely, with a maximum er-

ror in delta gap opening of 0.001 in. The error in the

final delta gap opening of 0.018 in. was much smaller.

An example of the resiliency response of Viton V747-

75 at 75°F is shown in figure 12(b). The compressive
load per unit length is plotted against the 600-msec

time frame corresponding to the computer-generated

displacement gap opening. Viton maintained con-

tact throughout the computer-generated displace-

ment gap opening and the computer-generated
displacement gap opening with the vibrational con-

tributions added at 600 msec, as shown by the com-

pressive load curve in figure 12(b). Note that the re-
sulting compressive load curve follows every change

in slope of the computer-generated displacement gap

opening.

Discussion

Although the O-rings were statically compressed

for approximately 30 rain, the majority of the relax-

ation occurred within 4 rain; during this time the
O-ring typically lost 28 percent of its original load.

The load further reduced only 5 percent by the end of

the relaxation period. The changes in the load state

(viscoelastic relaxation) were a result of the O-ring
being unconstrained by the sidewalls of the gland;

this unloading occurred before thermal equilibrium
between the O-ring and the fixture was established.

The viscoelastic relaxation period for these tests
did not induce the permanent compression set that

the SRB O-rings would experience during storage af-

ter assembly. Compression set is the unrecovered de-

formation (as a fraction of the original squeeze) that
the O-ring experiences after being held in compres-

sion for an extended period of time. Compression set

alters the O-ring resiliency. Thus, these short-term

tests only revealed the basic effect of temperature on
the resiliency of the elastomer.

Resiliency Characterization Tests

Figures 6-11 show the resiliency bchavior of the

five candidate materials at temperatures from 70°F

to 20°F in decreasing intervals of 10°F. The abil-
ity of the O-ring to track the gap opening displace-

ment (resiliency) decreased at lower temperatures

and higher gap opening rates. Siliconc $650-70 ex-
hibited the best resiliency over thc entire tempera-

ture range and was only mildly affected by the lower

tcmperatures. In contrast, the resiliency of Viton

V747-75 was severely reduced with decreasing tem-

perature, particularly at the lowest temperature of
20°F, where the Viton O-ring lifted off immediately,

regardless of the gap opening ratc. Since the 20°F



testtemperaturewasmuchcloserto theglasstransi-
tion temperatureof VitonV747-75thanthat of the
othercandidatematerialstested,the largesteffect
wasexpectedforViton,whichwasshowntobemuch
stifferat the lowertemperatures(ref.7) (seetableI).
Thethermalrankingof thc candidateO-ringmate-
rials wasin accordancewith the resultsfrom tests
performedat MarshallSpaceFlightCenter(ref.8).
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Figure 13. Viton response at Challenger's joint deflection and

gap opening rate.

In order to charactcrizc the full resiliency behav-
ior of Viton V747-75, additional testing was per-

formed that included a test tempcraturc of 120°F

and gap opening rates less than 0.1 in/sec. The re-

sults are shown in figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows
that the resiliency of tlle Viton V747-75, which was

used on the Challenger flight, was advcrscly affected
by cold temperatures, particularly in the range of ex-

pected gap opening rates for the original field joint

(0.23 in/sec) (ref. 9). Various structural analyses of
the original SRB field joint showcd that the average

gap or relative displacement between tang and inner

clevis arm ranged fl'om 0.017 to 0.037 in. (refs. l,

10, and 11). For the original SRB field joint, the

estimated maximum gap opening rate of 0.23 in/sec
was calculated from data provided in reference 11.

At the mean joint launch temperature of Challenger,

28°F, the Viton V747-75 O-ring was unable to track

the delta gap opening (0.017 0.037 in.) at the pre-
scribed rate of 0.023 in/see, nor could it track the

maximum displacement requirement of 0.018 in. at a

gap opening rate of 0.019 in/see as required for the

redesigned joint (see fig. 14). This investigation also
confirms the Presidential Commission findings on the

Challenger accident (ref. 1).
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D 70OF
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Figure 1,1. Viton response at redesign joint deflection and gap

opening rate.

Simulated SRB Field Joint Deflection

Tests

Figures 15 and 16 show the results of the tests

simulating structural deflections of the SRB field

joint. The most significant feature of the results

is that the compressive load on the O-ring did not
drop to zero during the simulation, indicating that

the O-ring successfully tracked the delta gap opening

and maintained contact with the scaling surface.
For all materials, initial squeezes, and temperatures

tested, the O-ring tracked the required gap opening

of 0.018 in. without pressure assistance during the
critical 600-msec interval.

In addition to verifying that the O-ring materials

couhl track the delta gap, it was of interest to assess
the effects of the test variables on the minimum

residual loads on the O-rings at the maximum gap.

The magnitude of the residual load is a measure

of the sealing capability of the O-ring; the higher

the load the better the seal. Figures 15 and 16
show the effects of O-ring material, temperature, and

vibrations on the residual loads for initial squeezes of

16.2 and 23.3 percent, respectively. The trends for

the two squeezes were very similar, but the higher
initial squeeze resulted in higher residual loads. The

modified fluorocarbon V835-75 exhibited the highest

residual loads at all test conditions, and the silicone
$650-70" exhibited the lowest loads.

The higher residual loads for all nmtcrials at

120°F in comparison to those at 75°F (figs. 15

and 16) are most probably caused by thermal ex-
pansion. The difference was largest for modified

9
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fluorocarbon V835-75 because it had the highest co-
efficient of thermal expansion, which created addi-

tional compressive stresses when the O-ring was in

a restrained position within the face seal fixture. In

contrast, silicone $650-70" had the smallest change in

load with respect to temperature change. A combina-
tion of low thermal expansion coefficient and grease

probably resulted in the small change. The grease is
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known to reduce the dynamic storage modulus of sil-

icone $650-70" and hence the residual load capacity

(ref. 4) (see table I).

Figures 15 and 16 also indicate that the effects
of vibration on residual load are minimal for all

the materials in each test condition. Although the

3-Hz, +0.0005-in. vibrations generally decreased the

residual loads, the added vibrations did not result in

the O-rings losing contact with the sealing surface

at any time. The silicone $650-70", having the

lowest dynamic storage modulus of all the candidate
materials, showed the greatest loss in residual load
Mth the vibrations added.

Summary of Results

Resiliency tests were conducted to assess O-ring

sealing capability with regard to the revised solid

rocket booster (SRB) seal requirements. The effects
of temperature and gap opening rates were deter-

mined. Additional resiliency tests were conducted to

investigate the various O-ring responses to simulated
SRB field joint deflections. Resiliency was gauged by

load and displacement measurements. All tests were
conducted in a face seal fixture that was mounted in

servo-hydraulic test machines.

Although the other candidate materials exhib-

ited superior resiliency at lower temperatures, Viton
V747-75 was selected as the baseline O-ring for the

redesigned SRB's because Viton was the only can-

didate elastomer chemically inert to calcium grease.
The minimum operating temperature at which the

Viton V747-75 O-ring can easily track the required

gap opening of 0.018 in. at the gap opening rate of

0.19 in/see is 70°F. In order to guarantee adequate

resiliency response from the Viton O-rings, the re-

design of the SRB field joints included heaters to
maintain a thermal environment of 75°F to 120°F.

Specific findings resulting from this study are as
follows:

1. The candidate O-ring materials typically tracked
the displacement gap opening better at higher

temperatures and lower gap opening rates.

2. Silicone $650-70 had the best resiliency over the

temperature range 70°F to 20°F.

3. The resiliency of Viton V747-75 decreased rapidly

as the temperature decreased, and at. 20°F it im-

mediately lifted off the sealing surface regardless
of gap opening rate.

4. The external tank (ET)/SRB vibrational contri-
butions had a negligible effect on the ability of

the O-ring to track the delta gap opening.

!
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5. All three of the candidate O-ring materials suc-

cessfully tracked the delta gap opening in the de-

flection tests at 75°F and 120°F.

NASA Langley Research Center

ttampton, VA 23665-5225

May 14, 1992
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